
ABDULHAMID SONAIKE
FULL STACK SOFTWARE ENGINEER

LinkedIn | 077-318-79464 | Personal website | mobolaji2309@gmail.com | GitHub

Skills ____________________________________________________________________________________________
• Python | Django | PHP | C++ | JavaScript | TypeScript | MonogoDB | C | CosmosDB | MSSQL | Node | Express | React | Vue | Redux | jQuery
| NoSQL | Git
• AWS | Cloud Computing | CI/CD | XUnit | Jest | Cucumber | Nightwatch | Unit Testing | Lambda | OOP | Software Engineering |
PostgreSQL | Building| Software Development | Service Delivery | Publishing | IQ | Security | Product Development | Software Consulting|
DevOps| Ms Office | Containers | harmony | Teamwork | Cooperation | Leadership | Partnership | Azure | Pair programming | TDD | BDD |
Agile
• Microservices | Distributed Systems | Frontend | Backend | Full-Stack | English, Yoruba,Arabic

Experience _______________________________________________________________________________________

Full Stack JavaScript
Engineer

Anglaar Digital Agency London.England, UK 05/2023 - Present

• Led the design and development of multiple enterprise-level microservice applications of Commerce Experience Group, reducing load
times by 40% using the latest technologies of AWS,Python, Django, Cosmos DB,MongoDB,PostgreSQL, Key Vault, and MS Graph.
• Designed and implemented scalable APIs and background workers for managing first- and third-party proprietary licenses using Node.js,
lambda functions, and other AWScloud technologies that serve millions of license requests daily.
• Led the development of several products , from identifying system requirements and partner dependencies to workload balancing,
software implementation, engineering, testing, and configuring metrics, alarms, monitors, and dashboards.

• Enriched system metrics by integrating the platforms with telemetry; facilitated in-depth logging by correlating APIs with vector contexts.
• Continuous Integration/Deployment Pipeline Integration, pull requests, code reviews, load/stress testing, unit/integration/e2e testing

Node.js Backend
Engineer(Freelance)

Fiverr London,England,UK 10/2022 - Present

• Implemented enterprise applications of Prime's Content Experiment Platforms using React, MOngoDB, postgreSQL, unit testing, Node.js,
Express.js, AngularJS, AWS, and DynamoDB.
• Designed and developed systems facilitating marketers to perform various optimization experiments within the Prime ecosphere.
• Automated and optimized business logic for the core marketing experiments, including A/B, Auto-Targeting, and Multivariate Testing.
• Completely automated the marketing platforms' user-experience testing process by integrating Nightwatch Selenium.

• Designed and implemented enterprise fintech and medical applications for my clients doubling monthly revenue by 200% using Node.js,
MVC, MSSQL,Django, react, redux, and jQuery.
• Engineering lead for designing and developing the fintech transaction dashboard that provides a rich visual
summary of daily user purchase patterns powered by Google Chart. Used by the board of directors in the decision-making process.

• Engineering owner of the E2E experience of the commerce platform's cancel, return, and exchange systems (PC/Mobile).
• Integrated multiple third-party systems with the escrow platform, including Alipay, increasing global revenue by 23% in the first quarter.

SEO Specialist Freelance Lagos, Nigeria 03/2023 - 12/2023

• Fashion Street: Boosted my clients SEO score by 30% making their website show at the first three links of google search

Education ________________________________________________________________________________________

Higher National Diploma Lewisham College London, England, UK 10/2023 - 10/2025
• Major in Information technology

Projects __________________________________________________________________________________________
• ANGLAAR BLOG: A blog creation website where you can write and publish blogs(10/2023)
• TAXI ORDERING MOBILE APP: Designed and developed a cab ordering mobile app where you can order the nearest taxi (08/2023)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/abdulhamid-sonaike/
https://ham12-portfolio.vercel.app
https://github.com/ham12-3
https://developers.google.com/chart/

